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BACKGROUND
• The United States is home to roughly 36,486 food and 
beverage processing plants and those are currently owned by 
31,401 corporations. (USDA). The food industry is one of the 
more important industries in the world because food is a global 
necessity for nutrition and health. These companies are heavily 
regulated to ensure quality food is being produced and that human 
health and safety is not at risk. 
• The primary objective of any major corporation, including 
food corporations, is to maximize profits for shareholders. The 
incentive of maximizing profit as well as the lack of employees 
and funding for proper assessment within these corporations, food 
fraud is inevitable. 
• Food corporations have cut corners in order to benefit the 
corporation and shareholders, which results in consequences that 
have been known to put human health and safety on the line. This 
study explores how big food corporations convicted of major food 
fraud crimes change their marketing methods in order to appear 
safer to the public. 
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Methodology & Theoretical Framework
• Qualitative cross-sectional study
• Secondary research 
• Analyzed four case studies involving the Nestle infant formula 
scandal, Odwallas E.coli outbreak, The peanut corporation's 
salmonella outbreak, and  Honey laundering looking for 
common patterns among crimes
• Examined each corporations marketing trends and strategies 
through corporate websites to determine targeted audiences
• Analyzed what impact the consequences had on today’s food 
corporations
• The Theoretical framework was based off of two theories: 
Enterprise model of organized crime and Techniques of 
Neutralization 
• Enterprise model states “Organized crime is an economic activity 
that happens to be illegal” (Liddick, 1999, p. 404). This approach 
explores organized crime using the same economic principles as 
a legitimate business would.
• The Techniques of Neutralization  “focuses on examining how 
specific drives and motives associated with criminal behavior  
are developed” (Piquero et al, 2005, p.163). There are 5 
techniques of neutralization: denial of responsibility, denial of 
injury, denial of victim, condemnation of condemners, and appeal 
to higher loyalties.
RESULTS
• Global trade in fraudulent food products is estimated around $50 
billion per year
• All cases were economically motivated with the majority target 
consumer population being health and nutrition conscious 
individuals.
• Majority of persons affected by tainted products, in cases where 
harm occurred, were infants and the elderly
• Most common techniques of neutralization utilized were denial 
of responsibility and condemnation of condemners.
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DISCUSSION
• Aftermath of food fraud resulted in The Peanut Corporation of 
America filing for bankruptcy in 2009.
• Odwalla plead guilty to 16 federal criminal charges and paid $1.5 
million.. In 2001 Coca-Cola company purchased Odwalla but as a 
result of declining sales due to E.coli outbreak Odwalla was 
discontinued in 2020.
• Nestle Continues to partake in unethical practices. In 2018 they 
were sued for fake “No GMO” labels purposefully deceiving 
consumers into thinking their products were GMO free.
• Honey is still one of the most adulterated products today.
• Food fraud is on the rise which maybe a direct result from  the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 
• In order to prevent food fraud consumers should focus more on 
purchasing food from local farms and butchers. The problem with 
this is that local products tend to be more expensive. 
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